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introduction

• Today, I’m going to talk about the players 
of virtual worlds
– Massively-multiplayer online role-playing games
– MMOrpgs for short
– Mmos for shorter

• Mmos are by their very nature social
experiences
– Even people who play alone are playing alone 
together

• I have a particular interest in mmos
because, well…



FFXIV

• Final fantasy XIV, square enix, 2014

• I played this for >100 days (>2400 hours)



SwL

• Secret world legends, funcom, 2017

• I’d played 45 days when i quit
– Plus 150 days for The Secret World…



Sw:tor

• Star wars: the old republic, bioware, 2011

• I played ~6h/day for 137 days in 2012
– 137 days elapsed time, 33 days cpu time



World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:
• 245 days



everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999
• 0 days…



dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990



abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987



mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978

• MUD didn’t come from anything

• This explains why this talk is being given 
by a white-haired old man

Narrow road between lands.

You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.

To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic

mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road

continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage

opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a

shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The

Land. It is raining.

*w

Narrow road.

You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and

Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies

on the ground.

*



Player types

• It was from my experience with mud that I 
developed the concept of player types

• Player types concern People who play mmos
to have FUN

• In 1996, I wrote a paper in which I 
described four player types
– It’s been Cited ~3,800 times so is quite famous

• I didn’t write the paper to say “these are 
the four types”, but to say “there’s 
more than one type”
– People used to design only for themselves



formally

• Here’s the paper’s clasSiC graph:



types

• Achievers like to act on the virtual 
world
– They treat it as if it were a game

• explorers like to interact with the 
virtual world
– They seek to know more about it

• Socialisers enjoy interacting with 
other players
– The virtual world provides the context

• Killers want to act on other players
– Either as griefers or as politicians



domain

• i only claim that the player types model 
works for Mmorpgs

• This is because I can explain why it 
works for mmorpgs, but I can’t for 
other types of games
– In essence, it’s a quest for identity, but 
That explanation takes a further hour…

• However, other people have successfully 
applied it to games in general
– Even some non-games, such as web design, 
gamification and … weirder stuff



influence

• Almost aLl modern mmorpgs are 
influenced by player types
– It’s been standard since ultima online

• a lot of non-Mmos have been influenced 
by it, too
– It’s taught at many universities
– I’m the answer to examination questions..!

• Player types remind designers to 
consider different player perspectives
– I therefore don’t feel tOo bad about mentioning 
them today



8 types

• In 2003, I expanded the model to eight
types by splitting each in two
– in a book, designing virtual worlds
– Hello to another 2,500 citations!

• It addressed why there were two sub-types 
of killer (and indeed of every type)

• Ultimately, by doing This I could explain 
Why people play mmos
– That quest-for-identity thing

• For today’s talk, another
consequence is important, though: drift



Reverse alpha



drift

• It’s Long been known that over time, what 
a player finds fun changes
– Since before concept of player types existed!

• In mud:
– newbies started by killing one another
– Then abandoned that and went exploring

– This done, they Moved on to racking up points 
and rising through levels – achieving

– Finished as gnarled old-timers socialising

• main sequence for player development



drift

• There are actually four sequences players 
can follow, but most follow this one
– In two of the others, they also end as 
socialisers

– In the other one, they become explorers
• The thing is, remember I said I split each
of the four types into two?

• There are two kinds of socialiser: 
– networkers are early-career
socialisers

– Friends are Elder-game socialisers



Types of socialiser

• Networkers
– Find people with whom to interact
– Get to know their fellow players
– Learn who and what these people know
– Find out who’s worth hanging out with

• Friends
– Interact with people they already know well
– Have a Deep/intimate understanding of them
– Enjoy their company
– AcCept their little foibles…



problem

• We have a problem here
• In a mature mmo, most players will 
have progressed to the end of their 
development track

• they will therefore be friends
• They think they’re achievers, waiting for 
new end-game content, but they’re not!

• They play with the same group of people
• they don’t want to make new friends

– A few will be guru-type explorers, but they 
don’t care about friendship much anyway



Notworkers?

• If you play a mature mmo as a new
player, how do you get to know anyone?

• How do you network?
• It’s very difficult to be accepted into a 
group if everyone else in it has known each 
other for years

• It’s not that they’re unwelcoming, it’s 
that they have different agendas
– They’ll be happy for you to join their guild, but 
if they’re running hell-level raids and you’re 
still kilLing 10 rats, you’ll be sidelined



closed

• How can designers help ease new players 
into closed, established social groups?
– Wrong question!

• How can designers help new players form 
their own social groups?
– Right question!

• The strength of established groups is 
that the players are friends hence the name

• Disrupting these relationships with new 
blood breaks them, it doesn’t breathe new 
life into them



Bad solutions

• Mixing groups doesn’t work
– If a task requires a newbie, an oldbie will 
just use an alt to do it

• Sidekicking (being given temporary level 
and gear gains) also doesn’t work
– few newbies who do it are there for the 
long-term

• Networks with Mentors like in final 
fantasy XIV don’t work
– They’re dominated by boastful high-end 
players talking about content newbies won’t 
even seE for months



MORE…

• Looking for group systems, which are 
supposed to help, don’t
– Players do meet other players, but only 
transiently and with no reason to bond

• Bonding requires that players:
• 1) can comMunicate

– If it’s hard, like in New World, that’s a big
problem

• 2) can use reciprocity to build
relationships
– Escalating back-and-forth interactions



loops

• Reciprocity is what builds friendships 
dynamicaLly

• It works through a four-step series 
of interactions

• Step 1: opening
– player #1 performs an opening action that 
player #2 observes

– This action has a cost to it in terms of 
Time, skill, investment, other folks’ opinions

• The ball is now in player #2’s court



return

• Step 2: opPortunity
– Player #2 has the opportunity to respond
– If they can’t respond, the interaction ends

• Step 3: response
– Player #2 performs an action that 
acknowledges player #1

– This action must also have a cost

• Step 4: acknowledgement
– Player #1 recognises receipt of player #2’s 
response and the loop completes



breaks

• The loop can be broken if, in step #3 or 
step #4, the player either doesn’t respond 
or does so inapPropriately
– The apocryphal tom cruise in a bar anecdote

• It can escalate if in step #3 or step #4 
a player opens up a new loop

• it moves the relationship forward

• Each loop takes seconds initially but you 
need thousands to develop a friendship
– Later loops take more time and eFfort, too



solution

• The solution to bonding (and so group 
formation) is to design the early mmo
experience around the idea of cohorts

• Put all your new players together
on the same server
– old players with new characters are optional

• Have content that promotes or even 
Enforces grouping

• Try to group players with others who 
regularly play at the same time
– And speak the same natural language



Old days

• This is how schOols work
• Schools have teachers who can identify 
who gets along with whom, though

• We can’t do that, but we can let players 
say whether they want to group with 
another player again
– If it’s a no, you don’t get put into the same 
group if at all possible

– If it’s a yes, you will unless the other player 
has said no to you

• This is how bonds and friendships form



furthermore

• This “do/don’t group with again” mechanism 
works even without cohorts
– If you like someone who doesn’t dislike you, 
you have a higher chance of playing with them 
again

• The MMO’s LFG mechanism can put people 
who aren’t in social units together
– That pick-up group could become a guild

• Players who don’t want to be in a guild 
ever can set a flag to say so
– Then they’ll be grouped as normal



So..?

• why do no mmos do this? It’s easy!
• Well, the main reason is that their 
designers haven’t thought about it
– when they play, it’s with friends
– They don’t play as newbies
– They don’t get the newbie experience
– They never had the problem newbies have

• They’re designing for themselves, 
rather than designing for people

• They use player types without 
understanding the meSsage



conclusion

• Mmos have a making-friends problem
– Socialisers who can’t make friends leave
– Socialisers who already have friends don’t 
need more

• Most players of the elder game are 
socialisers of the already-have-friends kind

• This problem is easy to fix, though!
– E.g. Use cohorts to introduce newbies to 
other newbies

• All it takes is to recognise that there is a 
problem in the first place!



references

• my player types paper
– https://mud.co.uk/richard/hcds.htm

• Designing virtual worlds free pdf
– https://mud.co.uk/richard/DesigningVirtualWorlds.pdf

• A 2-minute animation showing how things 
once were in WoW
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5Hzh43k330

• Social design practices for human-scale 
online games from project horseshoe
– https://lostgarden.home.blog/2018/12/29/social-design-

practices-for-human-scale-online-games/
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